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Let M be a 4N-integrable, real-valued continuous N-parameter strong mar- 
tingale. By extending It&type formulas for M to a function whose 2Nth derivative 
is Dirac’s b-distribution, Tanaka-type formulas for M are obtained. They represent 
local time of M with respect to occupation time scaled by the N-fold product of the 
Stieltjes measure defined by the quadratic variation of M and its kth derivatives in 
space, where k< N - 1. Applications of Doob’s and Burkholder’s inequalities give 
continuity properties: space time continuity for local time, space continuity for the 
derivatives. In case N is even, for the continuity of the (N - 1 )st derivative an 
additional condition on M is needed which may have a relation to the existence of 
lOCal times of M w.r.t. different occupation time scales. 0 1986 Academic Press, 1~ 
INTRODUCTION 
In [3], Ehm proved sharp smoothness results on local times of 
N-parameter processes with independent, homogeneous increments. 
Qualitatively, he showed that together with N the smoothness of local time 
in the space variable increases. For example, a real-valued N-parameter 
Wiener process possesses a local time which is N- 1 times continuously 
differentiable in space. Ehm’s method consists in developing Berman’s well- 
known Fourier analysis of occupation time measure. Motivated by his 
results and the fact that stochastic analysis presents an easy and successful 
access to local times via Tanaka’s formula (see, for example, AzCma and 
Yor Cl]), this paper was written to describe and investigate local times of 
N-parameter continuous strong martingales by means of the tools of an 
LJ’-stochastic calculus with p 2 1. Plainly, Ehm’s Levy-processes are strong 
martingales. In fact, as will be shown, the Tanaka-type formulas by which 
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local times of continuous strong martingales can be expressed, open a 
rather easy access to differentiability and continuity questions. There are 
several papers in which local times of multi-parameter processes are 
studied by means of stochastic analysis: Walsh [12] for the Wiener sheet 
(N = 2), Rosen [9, lo], in connection with the investigation of intersections 
of Brownian paths, [S] for the (N, d)-Wiener process, Nualart [7] for con- 
tinuous 2-parameter martingales. 
To develop Tanaka-type formulae for the local time of a continuous 
N-parameter strong martingale M and its spatial distributional derivatives 
up to order N- 1, in Section 1 we start from several types of Ito’s formula 
which were given in [6]. In the formula of the first type (Theorem 3 of 
[ 63 ), for 2N times continuously differentiable real-valued functions f, f(M) 
is described by “(2, cp)-integral processes” of its derivatives. These 
processes are relatives of Wong’s and Zakai’s integrals: for partitions 2 of 
(l,..., N) functions rp: 2 + (0, 1 > determine whether in T- direction the 
variation of the process is like “~04” or like “d[M],” [M] being the 
quadratic variation of M, for any TE 2. In the second type of formula, 
which is obtained from the first by repeatedly applying a stochastic version 
of Green’s formula, f(M) is correspondingly described by (2, cp)-integrals 
of the derivatives of f(M) with respect to M, restricted to axial parallel 
submanifolds of parameter space. 
Now, for N-parameter theory, Tanaka’s formula emerges from Ito’s for- 
mula, when the latter is extended to a function FN whose 2Nth derivative is 
Dirac’s S-distribution, the term of highest differentiation order giving local 
time. Thus, our first version of It& formula gives a representation K of 
local time in terms of continuous (2, cp)-integral processes of the 
derivatives of FN. Since the application of Green’s formula resulted in 
reducing the differentiation order of the representing integrals, the second 
one is even appropriate to describe the kth derivatives ZCCk’ of the local 
time in the space variable for all k < N - 1. In Theorem 1 we show that K 
and KCk’ are indeed good candidates for local time and its derivatives by 
verifying that K is a density of occupation time measure and KCk’ is its kth 
distributional derivative, k < N - 1. 
In Section 2 we turn to the continuity properties of K and its derivatives. 
They are easily accessible since we have available Burkholder-type 
inequalities for the (2, cp)-integrals [6, Proposition 7 and corollary]. Using 
them, we establish Kolmogorov’s criterion for continuity separately for the 
processes which represent K and K (k) k < N - 1. Since the representation of , 
K is by means of (2, cp)-integral processes which are martingales in some 
directions and of bounded variation in the remaining ones, Burkholder’s 
inequalities can be combined with Doob-type inequalities to give joint con- 
tinuity of a suitable version of K in space-time (Theorem 2). For Ktk), 
k > 1, things turn out to be more complicated. On one hand, the integrals 
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representing K R’ depend in a way on the location parameters of axial 
parallel submanifolds of parameter space which is not accessible by our 
calculus. Since, therefore, the above mentioned combination with Doob’s 
inequalities is not possible, Burkholder’s inequalities only yield the 
existence of versions of (2, cp)-integrals which are continuous in the space 
variable. On the other hand, in the representation of KcN-” there are 
integral processes, which, although they are pathwise Stieltjes, could not be 
continuous in space. They belong to those ‘I which consist of sets with 
exactly two elements and cp = 0. Strangely enough, (2, q)-integrals with 
these properties exist only for even N. For a discussion of N= 2, see 
Nualart [7, pp. 255301. Our result (Theorem 3) on Kckl, k 6 N- 1, is 
therefore, as follows: for k < N - 1, K’k’ possesses a version which is con- 
tinuous in the space variable; for k = N - 1 and odd N, this is equally true; 
for k = N - 1 and even N, Ktk’ possesses a spatially continuous version if 
for all partitions 2 of { l,..., N}, all of whose elements are two-point sets, 
the product measure d[M] does not charge the level sets {X M,Y =x), 
x E R. The answer to the natural question, if the latter is generally true, 
seems to involve the investigation of local times of A4 w.r.t. other 
occupation scales (see Nualart’s [7, p, 281 discussion for N = 2). 
0. NOTATIONS, PRELIMINARIES, AND DEFINITIONS 
The parameter space of the processes we are going to study is 
II= [O, l]“, where NE N is fixed throughout this paper. II is partially 
ordered by “<“, i.e., coordinatewise linear order, with respect to which 
intervals are defined in the usual way. For t E 0, [0, t] is sometimes denoted 
by R,. Projections of vectors (intervals) defined by subsets H of the index 
set are provided with a subscript H, for example: if UC {l,..., N}, SE 0, J is 
an interval in 0, then sU resp. J, is the projection of s resp. J on the 
U-coordinates; for s, t E 0, (so, tU) denotes the point in U whose U- and 
D-components are so and t U ; if I is an index set and 4 = (s;)~~, E I*, then 
SK= (SLK for Kc Z. For m E R, m is the vector in RN, all of whose coor- 
dinates are equal to m. 
Given a function f: 0 -+ R, an interval .I= Is, t] in II, the “increment off 
over s’ is 
A,f= c (-l)"-'S'f(htsN 
SC (I,...,N} 
(the overbar denotes the complement w.r.t. a fixed reference set). 
Given two measure spaces (B, 23), (C, a), the set of all measurable 
functions from B to C is denoted by !JJI(d, 6). Our basic probability space 
(52, 5, P) is assumed to be complete, (s,),, 0, the basic filtration, to be 
augmented by the P-null sets of 5. 
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Equality of random variables in %R($J, 23(R)) always means “equality 
P-a.e.” 
The a-algebra ‘!$I of previsible sets is generated by the rectangles 
F x Is, t], where 0 3 s < t E 0, 9 E 3,. C?, the vector space generated by the 
indicator functions of these rectangles is called “set of previsible elementary 
functions.” We will assume throughout this paper that our filtration fulfills 
the following generalization of the famous (F4)-condition of Cairoli and 
Walsh 121: 
for bounded cl~!JJI(2(5!, d(R)), tell, S, Tc {l,..., N} 
such that SC T, 
Eta I ST)=w(~ I 8;) I VS). 
(0.1) 
Hereby we put iYsU = Scs,,!,, for SE 0, UC {l,..., N}. 
A (real-valued) stochastic process X is always assumed to belong to 
W(s @ 23( I), 23(R)). X is said to be “previsible” if XE !DI(Cp, d(R)), “adap- 
ted,” if X, E %R(~,, 23(R)) for each CE 0. All basic stochastic processes to be 
considered here are supposed to fulfill the conditions 
x,=0 for t~LJ[WN, nil, (0.2) 
X is adapted and has continuous trajectories. (0.3) 
The subject of this paper is proving existence and regularity of the local 
times of continuous N-parameter strong martingales. An adapted process 
A4 such that M, is integrable for each t E 0 is called “strong martingale” if 
for any interval J= ]u, u] in 0 we have E(d,M 1 V, 9i~N~~iJ) =O. Since we 
are working in the framework of an LP-stochastic calculus with p 2 1, we 
must assume some integrability properties for M: 
M is a strong martingale which satisfies E(MTN) < co. (O-4) 
The quadratic variation [M] of A4 can be defined as the (uniform in t) 
L2-limit of any sequence of square sums (CJEJ, (dJnR, M)2),GN, where 
(JA?EWI is a sequence of partitions of 0 whose mesh goes to zero (see 
Proposition 2 of [6]). [M] is an increasing process, i.e., d,[M] > 0 for 
every interval J in 0. Therefore [M] defines a (pathwise) Stieltjes measure 
on the Bore1 sets of 0 which is again denoted by [NJ. Accordingly, for a 
finite index set I, [M]’ stands for the III-fold product of the measure [M] 
on 8(O). 
To construct the stochastic integrals upon which our stochastic calculus 
rests, in [6] we introduced the following notations: 
z = (2: 2 is a family of pair-wise disjoint nonempty sets in {l,..., N) }, 
Y= ((2, cp):ZEr, cp is a mapping from 2 to (0, l}>, 
,4 = ((2, V)E Y: q(T)= 1, if ITI = 1, for all TEE}. 
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For U c { l,..., N}, rU is the subset of 7 consisting of those 2 such that 
U Tal T= U (we write zN instead of T{,,..,,~~). Given zG, the meaning of Yy, 
and A, is obvious. For 'XET set x:= iJ,,,T, To:= {T~%:cp(T)=o), 
X1 := { TE 2: qD( T) = 1). The integer m(i2, VP) := 12’1 + 2 12’1 which is 
called the “order of (2, cp),” is by definition equal to the order of the dif- 
ferential operator D(Q) := D(m(Q’)) on C”(‘.‘p)(R). For k E N u (0, co ), 
C#!) (C:(R)) is the subspace of Ck(R) consisting of bounded functions 
(with compact support). 
For U c {l,..., N} and %ET" we consider O,U= {(s’).~~EO$S~> 
sup,, r-~“,}. If YE ‘%I(% x b( 0 u), 23(R)), the ‘%corner function” of Y is the 
following process on Q x 0:: 
Y%2x0,u+R, (WY (a-G2) + Y(o, SUPT,? 0. 
At some places, IL-corner functions are tacitly assumed to be trivially exten- 
ded to the larger domain L2 x 0:. Also, if U= (l,..., N}, the index “U” is 
omitted. For the definitions of the stochastic integrals I@*‘+‘) and l(QJ), 
(2, tp) E Y, I E UZ, the corresponding integral processes and their properties, 
the reader is referred to [S]. 
The local times we investigate in this paper are the derivatives of the 
following occupation measures. For an interval J in I, a function v(., J, .): 
52 x !B( 0 ) + R is called “occupation time of M over s’ if 
v(w.4 B)=J,G Cl nxJIB(M)IGd[MIC(o),oESZ, BEa:( (0.5) 
where 6 stands for { { 1 },..., (N)}. In particular, for the Wiener process W 
this gives 
A function L(., J, .) E ‘9JI(~ 0 ‘B(R), B(R)) is called “local time of M ouer 
s’ if for P-a.e. 0 E 8, 
s L(o, .Z, x) dx = v(o, J, B), BE 23(Iw). (0.6) B 
Finally, a function L E ‘9JZ(g 0 B(O) @ B(O), S(R)) is called “local time of 
M’ if for all t E 0, L(., t, a) is a local time of A4 over R,. 
A few words are in order here to comment on the fact that we consider 
occupation times of the form (0.5) instead of the seemingly more natural 
P(Q’, J, B) = J, 1 Bt”u) 4Mlu to), WESZ, BES?(IW). 
In this paper we propose to describe local times of strong martingales by 
Tanaka-type formulas which emerge from the transformation theorem of 
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multi-parameter calculus in the same way they do in theory of l-parameter 
martingales (see A&ma and Yor [ 1 ] ), where the integral term of the 
quadratic variation of M serves to describe occupation time. Its counter- 
part in multi-parameter calculus, however, is the integral term of [M]” 
and not of [M] (see Theorems 2 and 3 of [6]). Therefore, in the 
framework of the calculus basic to this paper, it is natural to consider v 
instead of p, unlike most of the authors who study local times by different 
analytic methods (see, for example, Ehm [ 31). It seems reasonable to con- 
jecture that Tanaka-type formulas for multi-parameter martingales are 
inadequate for the description of local times with respect to p. Since the 
scales “du” and “n , <i< N UN- ’ du” are equivalent on 0 \&RT, the local . . 
times of the Wiener process with respect to these different occupation time 
scales have very similar properties. 
1. TANAKA-TYPE FORMULAE FOR M 
In [6] we proved two different versions of It& formula for M. To recall 
them, put G = { { 1 },..., {N} }. For f~ C2N( R) such that D(Q’)f(M)’ is 
square integrable with respect to P@d[M]’ for all (2, (P)E ‘v,, we have 
an equation of processes according to Theorem 2 of [6]. Theorem 3 of [6] 
states that for fe C (*“‘(IL!) such that the process [D(Qlf(M,. ,iJ]2 on 
Q X Of (see the definition of corner functions in the preceding section) is 
square integrable w.r.t. Px d[M]~,,2, for all (2, v)E/~, t, E II%, the 
equation 
holds, where a(,,,)= (-l)@‘-’ nrpzO (ITI - 1) for (2, v)E/~. 
Note that the orders of differentiation of the integrals in the first term on 
the right side of (1.2) are not bigger than N. The local times of M we con- 
sider can be thought of as given by the formal integrals 
s Cl s C2 x RI ,w--r15 4MlG, tEO, YE!R, (1.3) 
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where 6,. is Dirac’s S-distribution at YE [w (cf. (0.5)). They are natural for 
our calculus in the following sense: if we show that the left side and the first 
expression on the right side of (1.1) and (1.2) make sense for the family of 
functions FN(x;)= [(2N-l)!].-’ [(.-x)‘]‘” ‘, XER, which satisfies 
the differential equations (FN)‘2N’(x, .)= 6,. +), XE OX, we can define the 
local times (1.3) by the resulting formulae; (1.3) is the last term of (1.1) and 
(1.2) for FN(x, .). To verify this, let 2~ r, 1%) 6 I< 2N- 1, lZ E 0, be given. 
Then by Cauchy-Schwartz and Holder 
II W,.,t,,l --‘]~II~< ~~~~~~ IM,IW-‘-” [~]\7]‘/’ 
fEl 
The last line of (1.4) is finite by Doob’s and Burkholder’s inequalities 
(Proposition 3 of [6]) and (0.4). ( 1.4) implies that for (2, cp) E ‘YN such 
that m(lL, cp) < 2N 
x + 11 [F@)FN(x, M)]y2 is bounded. (1.5) 
It even implies that for k E Z, 0 < k < N - 1, and (Z cp) E A we have 
(k, x) -+ I/ [D’k)D(z.‘p)FN(x, qJf,)I~ II3 (1.6) 
(see [6, p. 361) is bounded. (1.5) and (1.6) justify the desired definition 
which follows. 
DEFINITION 1. 1. For x E IL!, t E [I, let 
K(., t, x) := 2N A.,FN(x, M) 
[ 
c 
P.rp) E Y,vm~~.~) < 2N 
& I;-‘)( [D”@‘FN(x, M)ll) . 1 
2. For keZ, OGkgN-1, XER, t~fl, let 
jp(. t x) .= 2N 7, . A,@)FN(x, M) 
(here the .‘s are reserved for o E Q). 
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According to the above remarks, K is a candidate for local time, whereas 
K”“(*, t, a) may even represent a kth spatial derivative of local time over 
R,. The first aim of this paper is to substantiate these statements. The 
arguments we are going to give involve the exchangeability of the 
“ integrations Z (QPJ)” and “dx.” To prove this, we need the following easy 
lemma on the existence of measurable versions of stochastic integrals 
depending on a parameter. 
LEMMA 1. Let (2, cp) E Y. Suppose YE m(Cp, 23( [w)) satisjies 
(1.7) 
(see [6, p. 361). Then there exists ZE)IJZ((Q, B([w)) such that 
Rx(R,)z ‘(‘, t$lz) for all t E 0. 
Proof Let !$ be the vector space of all bounded processes 
YE !WI(Cp, B(R)) which satisfy the assertion. Observe that (1.7) holds for all 
elements of !+j. Plainly, 5 contains 6. Let us prove that $ is a monotone 
class. Suppose ( Y,), E N is an increasing sequence of processes in qj which 
converges to Y. We may and do assume Y, to be nonnegative for all n E N. 
Let Z, correspond to Y,, according to the assertion. Fix t E 0. By hypothesis 
and monotone convergence, (Z,( *, t )), E N is a Cauchy sequence in measure. 
Hence, by Proposition 1 of [ll] we may choose ZE!I.R(~@~(R), B(R)) 
such that for each t E 0, Z,(., t) converges to Z(., t) in probability. The 
proof of this proposition shows indeed that Z may be chosen in 
!IR(~, b(R)). On the other hand, 
ensures that 
Y”(.> td t yt.9 td for each t, E 0% 
for all t E 0 in probability. Hence, the assertion is true for Y. If Y is not 
necessarily bounded, but satisfies (1.7) consider the sequence Y, : = -n v 
(Y A n), n E N, which lies in sj. By an argument very similar to the one just 
given, the assertion follows for Y. 1 
The following lemma shows how classical integration and stochastic 
integration with respect to M can be exchanged. 
LEMMA 2. Let (2, cp) E Y. Suppose that g: Iw2 + Iw satisfies 
(‘2, xl -+ II Cgb, ~~.,,,,)l’ll~~ is bounded, 
y + g(x, y) is left or right continuous for x E II& 
(1.9) 
(1.10) 
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Then there exists GEYJI(~@%(O)@B(R), 23(R)) such that 
G( . , t, x) = I-‘S)( [ 1 RX(R,)I d-wy.,q,)l~) for (t, x) E 0 x R, (1.11) 
G(o, t, .) is locally integrably for all (0, t) E Q x 0, (1.12) 
I 
G(., t, x) h(x) dx = I’Q’.‘Q ([ lQxCR,)z / dx, M,.,,%,) h(x) dx I’) 
for all tEU, hECF(R). (1.13) 
Proof: This is a version of Lemma 1 of [S]. But (1.11) and (1.13) are 
stronger than the corresponding statements of this lemma. Although many 
arguments are similar to their counterparts in its proof, we present them in 
order not to confuse the reader with too many “... analogous to . . . .” We will 
prove in the special case m = 1 that the following statements are true, 
which imply (l.llt(l.13). For rnEH there exists G,EWS@ 
%(O)@B(]m- 1, m]), 23(R)) such that 
GA*, t, ~)=z(~.~,‘~)([lnx(R,,~g(x, &.,&I’) 
for (t, X)E 0 x ]m- 1, m], (1.11)’ 
G,(w, t, .) is integrable for all (0, t) E Q x 0, (1.12)’ 
I GA*, t, xl 4x) dx lm - l,ml 
= 1(5’(p’fz) ([ 10, (R& i,+ l,m~ dxY M,.,,,)h(x) dx]z) 
for tEO,hECX(]m-l,m]). (1.13)’ 
First assume that g is bounded and left continuous. For n E N, consider 
g,: IO, 11 x R--+ R, (x,Y)-+ 1 l,,i-l),n,i,nl(X)g((i- lhy). 
I<i<n 
Lemma 1 yields H,~‘%I($J@23(U)@23(]0, l]), S(R)) such that (1.11)’ 
with g, instead of g is fulfilled. By boundedness of g (which ensures (1.9)), 
H, can be modified, if necessary, on a set of measure zero such that (1.12)’ 
is valid. Also, (1.13)’ is true for (H,, g,), nE N. Now fix (t, X)E 0 x 10, 11. 
By (1.1 l)‘, Proposition 4 of [6], and left continuity of g(x, *), we conclude 
that Uf,,(-, t, x)),, N is a Cauchy sequence in measure. Hence, Proposition 
1 of [lo] produces a process H~%@(~@%b(O)@!8(]0, l]),B(R)) such 
that (1.11)’ is satisfied with (H,g). Put G, := H.lIln,H(.,.,x),dxcm). Then 
G1 has the same measurability properties as H and satisfies (1.11)’ and 
(1.12)‘. To show 
inequality gives 
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(1.13)‘, let h~Cz(]0, l]), CE Il. Assume 
lim sup 
n+m 
357 
IhJ < 1. Jensen’s 
< lim I n-cc ]O.l] [II Cgn(xv M,.,,,,) -g(x, M,.,tz,)12 ll;~l’ dx 
=o 
and therefore 
A simple argument which uses (1.11)’ gives 
lim j- HA., W(xW=[ G,(., t, x) h(x) dx. (1.15) 
n+m ]0,1] IO.11 
Since, however, (1.13)’ was already seen to hold for (H,, g,), n E N, a com- 
bination of (1.14) and (1.15) finishes the proof for bounded g. If g is not 
necessarily bounded, replace g, in the above arguments by gi : = --n v 
(g A n), n E N, and repeat the conclusions. 1 
We are now ready to state the main result of this section. 
THEOREM 1. 1. There exists J~!Vl(~@B(~)~23(lFl), 23([w)) which 
satisfies 
J(*, t, x) = K(., t, x) for all (t, x) E [I x [w, (1.16) 
J(w, -9 x) is continuous on 0 for all (0, x) E 52 x R. (1.17) 
J is a local time for M. 
2. For kE.Z, O<k<N--1, there exists J’k’~‘$A(~@?13(0)@ 
b(IW), b( [w)) which satisfies 
J’k’(.,f,~)=K(k)(.,f,~) firafl(t,x)~Ox(W, (1.18) 
Jck’(o, t, .) is locally integrable w.r.t. A for all (13, t) E l2 x 0, (1.19) 
j-R Jck’( ., t, x) h(x) dx = ( - l)k s, J”‘(*, t, x) Dck) h(x) dx 
for all tE 0, he C,“([w). (1.20) 
J”‘(., t, *) is a local time of A4 over R, for all t E 0. 
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ProoJ: We essentially quote arguments for 2. Since by definition (see 
[6, Proposition 5]), K(w, ., x) is continuous for (CO, x) EC? x R, the 
arguments necessary to prove the first assertion are contained in the ones 
which are given for 2. This time, we refer to the proof of Theorem 1 of [IS], 
which can be carried over with only minor changes: we employ (1.6) 
instead of Lemma 1 of [S], whereas Lemma 2 of [S] (resp. Theorem 4 of 
[4]) has to be replaced by Lemma 2 (resp. Theorem 3 of [6]). 1 
Remark. The processes .Z and J(O) are versions of each other. 
2. CONTINUITY OF THE LOCAL TIME 
Go back to the formulas of Definition 1 for a moment. K (resp. Ktk’) are 
represented by (2, cp)-integral processes which possess martingale proper- 
ties (cf. [6]). To prove the existence of continuous versions of K and KCk’, 
we will now establish Kolmogorov’s criterion for continuity for each of the 
representing processes. The crucial step is to hereby make use of 
Burkholder-type inequalities for them, by means of which moments of 
Z(z,p)(.) can be estimated. In the case of K, they can be assisted by Doob’s 
inequalities to give estimates for the moments of suplt , Zi’,“)(.), since the 
processes representing K behave like martingales in some directions and 
are of bounded variation in the remaining ones. Yor [13] used this line of 
reasoning in his proof of continuity of local times of semimartingales 
(N= 1). 
At first we present a unified version of the combination of Doob’s and 
Burkholder’s inequalities we are going to use. 
LEMMA 3. Let (2, cp) E !P and p, r >/ 1 be such that pr <4, 
pr 12’1 /(r - 1) 6 4N. 
1. There exists a constant c, E [w such that for any t%E Oz, YE L$Q, 
E( JZ(=,-)( Y)l”) < cl 
prl2 l/r 
Y2d[M]z . -1 >I 
2. rf, in addition, (2, cp) E Y,, there is a constant c2e [w such that for 
any YEL$ 
E(sup lZj’*q)( Y)Ip) < c2 
ten 
Proof. A completion argument shows that we may confine our atten- 
tion to elementary processes. 
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1. We first prove the second inequality. Let Y,E&~ (2-previsible 
elementary processes, cf. [6, Definition 23). As in the proof of Proposition 
5 of [6] we can apply the Cauchy-Schwarz and Holder inequalities to find 
a constant c3 E R such that, putting $ : = cp I%,, 
&sup IZ~“,~‘( Y)l”) 
tsn 
<Cc,E CD 
PI2 
Izo [Z@,“)( Y,( *, .) %J))12 4~lZ0 &d~I~“’ I> 
PV2 ur 
[z’z’q Y,(-, *, ‘%d)12 mv” b-k+) 1 )I 
(2.1) 
To estimate the first factor of the right side of (2.1), apply Burkholder’s 
inequalities (Proposition 7 of [6]) twice to obtain 
E 
([ 
[Ifi [Z”‘,“‘( Y,(*, ., s20))]’ cZ[M]~’ (~~o)l11”~) 
< c4 * E( 1Z(‘,‘)( YO)lp’) 
P’l2 
<CSE I) 3 (2.2) 
where the real constants c4, c5 are independent of Y, and M. Since 
12’( pr/(r - 1) < 4N, the second factor is finite by Proposition 3 of [6] and 
(0.4). Keeping this in mind, the desired inequality is now easily obtained by 
combining (2.1) and (2.2). 
2. The first inequality is easier. Let again Y, E E1 and assume for 
convenience that 2 E rN. By Corollary 2 of Proposition 7 of [6] and 
Cauchy-Schwarz there is cg E R such that 
E(IZ(-‘)( Y,)l”) < c,E 
([ 
I,, [I”“-“‘( Y,(*, *, e,~))]~ d[M]@ (s&]*~) 
<C& CD 
P/2 
Ygi[M]’ [iv]\@’ I> . 1% 
To finish the proof, apply Holder’s inequality as in (2.1). fl 
From the second part of Lemma 3, we now derive the continuity 
criterion for the components of K announced above. 
683/19/2-l I 
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PROPOSITION 1. Let (2, cp) E Y,, p = 4N/(2N- 1). 
1. Zf m(Z, rp) < 2N- 1, there exists a constant cl E IR such that for 
X,YER 
2. Zf m(%, cp) = 2N- 1, there exists a constant ca E 03 such that for 
X,YER 
E(sup (ZjQ)( [IP”‘(F”(x, M) - P(y, M))-JZ)l”) < c2 Jx - yip’*. 
ten 
Proof. We disregard the case N= 1 (see Yor [13]). 
1. Let m := m(lZ, cp) < 2N - 1. First estimate the integral. By the 
mean value theorem and the definition of FN, there is c3 E R such that for 
all x, y, z E R, 
I~‘2,‘p’(FN(x,z)-I;N(y,z))I <cc, (x-y/ (z(2N--2-m. (2.3) 
Now take r = (2N- 1)/(2N-2 - I%‘(). Then (p, r) satisfies the hypothesis 
of Lemma 3. Apply Lemma 3 and make use of (2.3) to find a constant c4 
such that for x, y E R, 
E(sup Izll.~)([o’l.“‘(F”(x, M)-P(y, M)lZ)l”) 
ten 
PQ 
1 )I 
Ilr 
CWI 2(2N-2-m)]5d[M]~ . (2.4) 
To show that the expectation on the right-hand side of (2.4) is finite, it is 
enough to prove 
@[sup M:fzNP 2-“‘[M]\‘L’]p’/2) < co. 
ten 
(2.5) 
But (2.5) is a consequence of Holder’s inequality with coefficients 
q1=(2N-2- 12’()/(2N-2-m), q2=(2N-2- lZ”l)/121, Doob’s and 
Burkholder’s inequalities. By (2.5), (2.4) implies the desired inequality. 
2. Observe first that in case m = m(Z, cp) = 2N - 1, for x, z E 58 we 
have 
D(Q)FN(x, z)= l{,>,). 
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Furthermore, 2 = { { 1 } ,..., {N} }. T a k e r = (2N- l)/(N- 1). Again, (p, r) 
satisfies the hypothesis of Lemma 3. This time Lemma 3 yields a constant 
c5 such that for all x, y E R, x c y, we have 
E(sup IZ(Q)( [o’z~“‘(FN(x, M) - FN(y, M))]“)l”) 
1EO 
2 l/r 
<c, E 
[ 0 
II 1 ,x,y](W 4M12 I)1 . (2.6) 
Let .Z be a local time of M. According to (0.5) and (0.6) we have for 
X,.JJER X<Y, 
(2.7) 
Substitute (2.7) in (2.6) and apply Jensen’s inequality to obtain for x, y E IR, 
x < Y, 
E(sup IZj=“( [D’=+“(FN(x, M) - FN( y, M))]‘)[“) 
tsn 
Gc6 Ix-Y1 p/2[E([I/,x-y, ~~Z(.,l,z)~z]‘)1’* 
<c, lx- yp2 sup [E(I.Z(., 1, z)I2]l’r, (2.8) 
ZE8 
where the constant c6 does not depend on x, y E IX By (1.16), (2.8) implies 
the desired inequality once we have shown that z -+ E(IK(*, 1, z)12) is 
bounded. But according to Definition 1, this is just what (1.5) says. 1 
Proposition 1 yields the first continuity theorem on local times of M. 
THEOREM 2. Mpossesses a local time L which is a.s. continuous on 0 x R. 
ProoJ By Definition 1 and Proposition 1, K fulfills a Kolmogorov 
criterion for continuity in (t, x) (see Yor [13, pp. 24-251). Hence, 
Theorem 1 yields the assertion. 1 
We now turn to the continuity properties of the spatial derivatives of 
local time. Again, we will use a version of Kolmogorov’s criterion. But this 
time we have to consider integrals of processes of the form M,., 1o), t U E 0 U, 
UC { l,..., N}, whose dependence on t, is too complicated to lead to simple 
sup,,,-inequalities as in Lemma 3, 2, and as in Proposition 1. Instead, we 
make use of the weaker inequalities of Lemma 3, 1, and correspondingly 
obtain results only on continuity in the space variable. 
With a bit more effort, using Burkholder’s inequalities as well, we could 
prove inequalities relating the pth moments of differences of MC.,,,)- 
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integrals and MC.,,,,-integrals, su, tUE I,, by p/2th moments of 
corresponding differences of the quadratic variation [M]. But we have no 
conditions on the growth of [M]. 
Hence, in this case, Kolmogorov’s criterion is too weak to give even con- 
tinuity in t for fixed x. There are, of course, more relined techniques of 
proving path continuity. One of them, related to “metric entropy,” was first 
developed for Gaussian processes, but has been established in a rather 
general setting in the meantime (see Pisier [8, Theorem 1.1 I). It does not 
require explicit knowledge of the growth of [M] and could help to deter- 
mine a class of strong martingales for which the above mentioned 
inequalities imply joint continuity in (t, x). 
PROPOSITION 2. Let kEZ, O<k<N-1, (‘T ~1~4 p=4Nl 
(2N- 1- lZ”l). 
1. If m(‘3, cp)+ k< 2N- 1, there exists a constant c, such that for 
x,yeR, tEO, 
2. Zf 2 #13’, m(r2, cp) + k = 2N- 1, there exists a constant c2 such 
thatfor allx,yER, tEO 
w’3wL2.., iw’D’Q’(FN(X, M) - FN( y, M))]‘)l”) < c2 (x - yp2. 
(Observe that Z=@ ifm(S, cp)+k=2N- 1.) 
Proof 1. Let (~,(P)EA satisfy m(‘X, cp)+k<2N-1. Take r= 
(2N- 1)/(2N - 2 - I%‘[) as in Proposition 1. The first part of the proof of 
Proposition 1 works if in (2.3) we replace D(Q) by DCk’D(Q’) and con- 
sequently 2N - 2 - m by 2N - 2 - m - k, and if we make use of the first 
inequality of Lemma 3 instead of the second. 
2. First proceed as in the second part of the proof of Proposition 1: 
put r = (2N - 1)/N, obtain a constant c3 such that for x, y E R, x < y, t E 0, 
w’5~‘pwc2xR, D’k’D’3qFN(X, M) - FN( y, M))-J3)l”) 
[ 0 
2 
I>1 
I/r (2.9) 
< c3 E gI 1 ]x,p] WV 4Ml1 . 
Now by assumption 2’ # 0. For convenience of notation, put U : = 2’, 
!B := 2’. By the corollary of Proposition 6 of [6] we have for x, y E R, 
x< Y, 
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1 
ll = Cl - Rx I.,~lpll,x,y,(~~., u,)l’D 4Mlftl 4M’. (2.10) 
Now fix s E 0. According to Theorem 2 there exists a continuous local time 
L,, of the process MC..,uj. By (0.5) and (0.6) this implies that for x, y E R, 
x-2 y, 
s 0; Cl, x 7d,gl ]x.y,WLsa))l~ dwl; 
= I ~yLs,$., Is, ll,, z) dz. (2.11) 
Using Lemma 1, we can choose a version of L,, which is measurable in all 
parameters. We denote this version by the same letter. Substituting (2.11) 
in (2.10) and applying Fubini’s theorem, we obtain 
juz 1 ,x,.v,(W’ 4Mlz = j-1 jou CL.& 1.7 1 I?, z)l’ 4MlU dz 
for x,y~R, x<y. 
If we use this equation and Jensen’s inequality in (2.10), we obtain 
2 
I)1 
I/r 
CL& I., llF> ~11” dCM1’ 
(2.12) 
for x, y E R, x < y, t E I. To estimate the expectation on the right-hand side 
of (2.12), follow the arguments of the proof of Proposition 1. This gives the 
desired inequality. 1 
Our final theorem states that for odd N, the distributional derivatives of 
local time we found in Theorem 1 possess versions which are continuous in 
space. For even N and k = N - 1, however, we need an additional con- 
dition which may be related to the existence of local times with respect to 
different occupation densities. 
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THEOREM 3. Let k E Z, 0 d k d N- 1, be given. 
1. If k 6 N- 2 or N is odd, there exists a process Llk’ E ‘9X 
(Fj@d(O)@d(lw),B(Iw)) such that 
L’k’(., t, x) = K’k’(*, t, x) for all (t, x) E 0 x Iw, (2.13) 
LCk)(., t, .) is continuous on IF! for all t E 0. (2.14) 
2. If k = N- 1 and N is even, there exists a process LCk’ E !JJI 
(~@b(O)@!B(lW), !B([w)) satisfying (2.13) and (2.14) iffor all JET,.,, such 
that 2 = 2’, m(2, cp) = N, we have 
z”~O’([l{M=x)]~)=O for all x E R. (2.15) 
Proof: Fix t E 0. If k = N - 1 and N is even, there exists (2,~) ~/i such 
that m(iZ, rp) + k = 2N- 1 and 2 = 2’. For the corresponding integral 
processes, according to Proposition 2, we have no Kolrnogorov criterion 
for continuity like for all other (2, cp)-processes. But since 
#k)f)(QQ+(x 7 2) = 1 [z>.r} whenever m(Z, cp)+ k = 2N- 1, (2.15) (if 
necessary) and Proposition 2 imply that in any case there exists a process 
Lik) E ‘%?I( 5 @ b(R), d(R)) which is continuous a.s. and satisfies 
Lyq ., x) = J’k’( ., t, x) for all x E R, 
where Jck) is given by Theorem 1. Consider the set 
(2.16) 
A := ((0, t)E Q x 0: Jtk’(o, t, .) is not equicontinuous on Q>. 
By Fubini and (2.16), A has P 0 I-measure 0. Put 
1 
Q&J(k)h t,.Y), if (0, t)B4 
L’k’(o, t, x) : = 
0, if (0, t)EA. 
Again by Fubini and Theorem 1, L (k) fulfills (2.13). (2.14) follows from the 
definitions. This complete the proof. l 
Remarks. 1. It is tempting to conjecture that (2.15) is generally true. 
But this question seems to be related to the question whether M possesses 
local times w.r.t. occupation scales of the form d[M]%, where 2 E z,,, con- 
sists of only 2-point elements (in case N is even). There is no reason to 
hope that these local times can be investigated by our calculus (see also 
Nualart [ 7, p. 281). 
2. For N = 2, we could do better in Theorem 3: the integrals in the 
representation of K(l) which depend non-trivially on the location 
parameters of axial parallel lines can be interpreted as Stieltjes integrals of 
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[M]; since [M] depends continuously on these parameters, space-time 
continuity follows, if (2.15) is true. Although this argument fails for N 2 3, 
conjecture that K W) has a jointly continuous version for all k 6 N- 1 and 
(provided (2.15) holds) for all N. 
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